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ABSTRACT: The field of organic solar cells has recently gained broad research
interest due to the introduction of non-fullerene small-molecule acceptors. The
rapid improvement in solar cell efficiency put increased demand on moving toward
scalable device architectures. An essential step toward this is enabling thicker active
layers for which the hole and electron mobilities and their ratio become
increasingly important. In this work, we demonstrate selective charge-carrier
mobility determination using the charge extraction by a linearly increasing voltage
(CELIV) method. By tuning the contact properties of the solar cell diodes, the
hole and electron mobilities are determined separately using the recently
developed metal−intrinsic semiconductor−metal-CELIV (MIM-CELIV) techni-
que. Balanced mobility is measured both in non-fullerene and in ternary blends with the recently published PBBF11 polymer. The
mobility results are confirmed using the well-established metal−insulator−semiconductor (MIS) and photo-CELIV techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Organic solar cells have recently achieved power conversion
efficiencies (PCE), reaching 18% in a lab environment.1 An
essential factor for the recent advances in PCE for organic solar
cells is the development of small-molecule, so-called, non-
fullerene acceptors (NFAs). These NFAs are more versatile
and tunable by organic chemistry than the previously very
commonly used fullerene-based acceptors. Together with the
breakthrough of the NFAs, ternary organic solar cells have
become more common as an alternative to the traditional
binary bulk heterojunction blend. The role of the third
component in a ternary blend is not always trivial to clarify,
and most likely varies depending on the blend system.2−7 A
noticeable improvement in device performance can be
achieved by tuning the band gap of the third component
and thereby gaining complementary absorption. In the
literature, the third component has also been introduced to
improve device stability, optimize morphology, improve charge
transport, and reduce recombination, which are all significant
challenges for organic solar cells of today.2−7 Some of these
factors can also be coupled to each other, e.g., optimized
morphology can affect both charge transport and recombina-
tion.
The charge-carrier mobility is a critical factor for achieving
highly efficient organic electronics, and it is, therefore, an
important parameter to characterize. Furthermore, due to
recent advances in efficiency for organic solar cells, it becomes
increasingly important to consider factors important for large-
scale production and commercialization. For large-scale
production, it is vital to move toward thicker active layers
suitable for low-cost printing techniques. For thicker layers, the
charge transport becomes even more critical, and it is crucial to
consider both the hole mobility and the electron mobility
separately.8−13 A balanced charge-carrier mobility is needed to
avoid recombination due to space charge effects in the active
layer.14,15 The electron mobility in NFAs is typically lower
than the electron mobility in conventional fullerene-based
acceptors.16−19 The introduction of NFAs, which are currently
outperforming their fullerene-based counterparts in terms of
PCE, means that the electron mobility can be lower than the
hole mobility in the resulting bulk heterojunction blends. The
NFAs give rise to a possible mobility imbalance and relatively
low electron mobility, which can be detrimental for device
performance when moving toward thicker layers.
In this work, we demonstrate selective charge-carrier
mobility measurements using the charge extraction by a
linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) method. The theory was
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recently expanded to metal−intrinsic semiconductor−metal
(MIM)-type devices, MIM-CELIV,20 which together with the
established MIS-CELIV and photo-CELIV techniques makes it
a versatile method for characterization of charge transport in
organic solar cells.21−23 Selective mobility determination is
performed by tuning the contact properties of the solar cell
diodes. By introducing an injection barrier either at the anode
or at the cathode in the solar cell device, the MIM-CELIV
method can be used for measuring the electron or hole
mobility, respectively. Notably, utilizing the UV-soaking effect
of the ZnO interlayer at the cathode, no change in the device
structure is needed.
Using these techniques, the charge transport in a recently
developed polymer, PBBF11, has been studied in both a
ternary blend with a fullerene-based acceptor (PC71BM) and
an NFA (ITIC) as well as in a binary blend with only an NFA
(ITIC). The same blends as used here have been introduced
and optimized for use in organic solar cells in ref 24, where the
addition of PC71BM is shown to result in an optimized
morphology and an improved PCE. Here, we clarify the impact
of the addition of PC71BM on charge-carrier mobility.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION






from Derthon Optoelectronic Materials Science & Technology Co.,
Ltd. Pd(PPh3)4 was purchased from J&K Scientific, Ltd. (China).
[6,6]-Phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) was purchased
from Nano-C, Inc. and 3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethy-
lene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-dithieno[2,3-
d:2′,3′-d′]-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b′]dithiophene (ITIC) was pur-
chased from Solarmer, Ltd. (China). Other chemical reagents were
purchased from J&K Scientific, Ltd. (China), Sigma-Aldrich, Ltd.
(China) and used as received, except toluene, which was redistilled
before utilization. Synthesis for terpolymer PBBF11 was carried out as
reported in ref 24.
Device fabrication was performed using the following protocol.
Patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates were cleaned
successively in an ultrasonic solvent bath of deionized water, acetone,
and isopropyl alcohol for 20 min, respectively. Then, the ITO
substrates were dried with a heat gun and further treated in an ozone
reactor for 20 min. Subsequently, the ZnO precursor solution was
spin-coated onto the precleaned ITO substrates at 5000 rpm for 30 s
and annealed at 200 °C for 30 min in air to form a ZnO layer of ∼30
nm. After cooling to room temperature, the ZnO-coated substrates
were transferred to a nitrogen-filled glovebox. Next, PBBF11:ITIC
and PBBF11:ITIC:PC71BM in a chlorobenzene solution (total
concentration: 20 mg/mL) with weight ratios 1:1 and 1:1:0.3,
respectively, were spin-coated onto the ZnO-coated substrates at
1800−2200 rpm for 60 s. The thickness of the active layer was ∼100
nm and the effective area of one cell was 0.04 cm2. Finally, MoO3 (10
nm) and Al (100 nm) layers were deposited by thermal evaporation
under a pressure of <10−4 Pa at a rate of ∼0.2 and ∼1.0 Å/s,
respectively.
The J−V data were acquired from a Keithley 2400 source-meter
unit. The light J−V curves were measured under light illumination
with a Newport-Oriel (Sol3A Class AAA Solar Simulator, 94043A)
AM 1.5 G light source operating at an intensity of 100 mW/cm2. The
light intensity was calibrated by a certified Oriel reference cell
(91150V) and verified with an NREL calibrated, filtered silicon diode
(Hamamatsu, S1787-04).
The CELIV measurements were performed using a pulse generator
(SRS model DG 535) and a function generator (SRS model DS345)
for generating the linearly increasing voltage pulse and an oscilloscope
(Tektronix TDS 680B) for recording the current response. All
measurements were carried out in a vacuum cryostat to avoid
degradation of the devices due to exposure to the ambient
atmosphere.
2.1. MIM-CELIV. For the MIM-CELIV measurements, a steady-
state offset voltage, Voff, smaller than the built-in potential, Vbi, is used
to vary the number of charge carriers diffusing in from the injecting
contacts. The MIM-CELIV measurements differ from the conven-
tional CELIV measurements in the dark, where equilibrium (doping-
induced) carriers uniformly distributed throughout the active layer are
assumed.25,26 The MIM-CELIV measurement requires at least one
injecting contact, in a MIM diode configuration. The mobility is
calculated from the time the current transient reaches its maximum
value tmax according to
kTd
V V eAt( )
2
bi off max
2μ = − (1)
where d is the thickness, A is the voltage rise speed of the linearly
increasing voltage, and kT/e is the thermal voltage.20
The measured tmax in a CELIV measurement must be much longer
than the RC-time constant, given by the series resistance R of the
external circuit times the capacitance of the device C = εε0 × area/d,
where ε is the dielectric constant of the active layer and the area refers
to the device area. For the MIM-CELIV method, a first approximation
for correcting the RC time has been suggested in ref 20 using (tmax −
3RC) instead of tmax for tmax > 5RC.
The built-in voltage in eq 1 is, in general, an unknown parameter.
However, by varying the offset voltage and plotting the inverse square
of tmax as a function of the applied Voff, a linear dependence is
predicted by eq 1. The mobility can then be determined from the






and Vbi is determined directly from the intersection of the
extrapolated linear fit with the Voff axis.
20 Note that the theory is
valid only for Voff < Vbi − 4kT/e.
The more conductive charge-carrier type dominates the MIM-
CELIV transient. Distinguishing if the electron or hole mobility is
measured is often nontrivial since it depends on small differences in
injection barriers (determining the carrier density) as well as on the
mobility of each carrier type, which are typically unknown parameters.
At a similar conductivity and mobilities of the same order of
magnitude, the measured mobility using the MIM-CELIV method
approaches an arithmetic mean of the mobility of both carrier types
instead of the mobility of the faster carrier type.20 UV exposure of the
ZnO layer during the CELIV measurements was done using an
Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Ultra) operated at 355 nm.
2.2. MIS-CELIV. MIS-CELIV measurements require a blocking
insulating layer in a so-called metal−insulator−semiconductor (MIS)
configuration. Charge carriers are injected into the active layer toward
the insulator using a steady-state offset voltage, larger than the built-in
voltage, to build up a charge-carrier reservoir at the interface between
the insulator and the semiconductor layer. A linearly increasing
voltage is applied in reverse bias to extract the injected surface charge.
The mobility can be determined from the time t1 when the total
extracted current density j(t) equals twice the magnitude of the
displacement current j0 given by the geometric capacitance of the
device, j(t1) = 2j0. Based on space charge-limited current theory and










π= * + (3)
where A* = A/(1 + f) and f = εdi/(εid) are factors dependent on the
geometric capacitance of the insulating layer and the semiconductor
layer.23,27 The relative dielectric constant of the insulating layer is
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denoted as εi, and the notation di stands for the thickness of the
insulating layer.
To ensure a drift-dominated space charge-limited extraction
current and the validity of the measurement analysis, it is important
to apply a high enough A*t1. This can be evaluated by plotting the
extracted mobility as a function of the applied A*t1, as explained by
Sandberg et al.21 Furthermore, in the case of an ohmic injecting
contact, the effect of charges diffusing into the bulk of the active layer
from the injecting contact and the injected reservoir affects the
current transient. This effect can be corrected in the mobility


























which is valid for an ohmic injecting contact and for A*t1 ≫ kT/e.21
2.3. Photo-CELIV. Photo-CELIV measurements were performed
using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Ultra) operated at 532 nm.
The laser pulse generates charges in the bulk of the 100 nm thick solar
cells through the transparent ITO/ZnO contact, and a linearly
increasing voltage pulse is applied after a short delay to extract the
photogenerated charge. A small, steady-state offset voltage (similar to
Vbi) is applied in forward bias to prevent the extraction of
photogenerated charges during the delay between the laser pulse
and the linearly increasing applied voltage pulse. The charge-carrier
mobility can be calculated from the time of the extraction current










where K is a correction factor taking into account the effect of space
charge and the charge-carrier distribution in the active layer.
Assuming a uniform distribution of the generated charge in the
































in the, so-called, moderate conductivity regime, when the time-
dependent extraction current Δj(tmax) ≈ j0.28 The correction factor in
eq 6 is very commonly used for the analysis of photo-CELIV
measurements, however, for balanced mobility, the correction factor
becomes K = 1 in both the moderate and the low conductivity
(Δj(tmax) ≪ j0) regimes, as shown in ref 29.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The charge-carrier mobility of two different active layer bulk
heterojunctions has been studied in detail. A binary non-
fullerene system consisting of PBBF11:ITIC at a 1:1 weight
ratio was referred to as the active layer A and a ternary blend
consisting of PBBF11:ITIC:PC71BM at a 1:1:0.3 weight ratio
was referred to as the active layer B. These systems have
previously been demonstrated to have a high performance
around 10% PCE, with a slightly higher performance of the
ternary blend reaching a PCE of 11.4% without any solvent
additives or annealing steps.24
In this study, an ITO/ZnO cathode was used as the
transparent bottom electrode, and MoO3/Al was used as the
top anode electrode in all devices forming a, so-called, inverted
Figure 1. (a) Inverted solar cell device structure used in this study where the active layer is a blend of either A: PBBF11:ITIC or B:
PBBF11:ITIC:PC71BM. (b) Energy level diagram of the active layer materials. (c) Schematic sketch of the energy diagram of the solar cell devices
is shown. The observed change in Vbi upon UV irradiation is treated as an effective change in the injection barrier of electrons from the ITO/ZnO
contact. The injection barrier is indicated by ϕ in the figure.
Figure 2. Effect of UV soaking on the device structure A: ITO/ZnO/
PBBF11:ITIC/MoO3/Al (s. A), and on the device structure B: ITO/
ZnO/PBBF11:ITIC:PC71BM/MoO3/Al (s. B). (a) Dark J−V curves
before and after UV exposure. (b) Plot of the inverse square of tmax as
a function of Voff as measured by the MIM-CELIV method. The built-
in potential Vbi is determined by the intersection of the linear fit with
the Voff axis, μp is determined from the slope before UV exposure, and
the slope after UV exposure determines the ambipolar mobility μMIM.
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device structure. The complete device architecture is illustrated
in Figure 1a. The properties of n-type metal oxides, such as
ZnO, are known to change when exposed to UV light, and the
change is often attributed to chemisorption of oxygen on the
ZnO surface.30−34 In other words, oxygen on the ZnO surface
captures electrons and forms a space charge of negative oxygen
ions on the ZnO surface. These adsorbed oxygen ions can be
released upon UV irradiation when free charge carriers
generated in the ZnO neutralize the adsorbed oxygen ions.
The UV-soaking effect of ZnO has been observed in the
organic solar cells measured in this work as a change in the
measured built-in potential of the solar cell and an increased
injected current through the device in the J−V measurements
upon UV exposure. In Figure 1c, a schematic of the energy
band diagram of the device is shown, where the UV-soaking
effect of the ITO/ZnO contact has been illustrated as an
effective work function change of the cathode, forming an
injection barrier before UV exposure. This feature of the ZnO
layer has been utilized for selective determination of the hole
and electron mobilities, as explained in more detail later,
without changing the substrate or the bottom contact.
Consequently, any change in the morphology and a
concomitant change in the charge-carrier mobility of the
blend due to film formation on different substrates during
device manufacturing is avoided. Figure 1b shows the energy
level of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the active
layer materials, as reported in ref 24. The J−V curves in the
dark and under one sun illumination of structures A and B are
shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information.
To measure the charge-carrier mobility selectively using the
MIM-CELIV method, the UV-soaking effect of the ZnO layer
was utilized. Figure 2a,b shows the dark J−V and the MIM-
CELIV measurement data, respectively, before and after UV
soaking. The corresponding MIM-CELIV transients are shown
in Figure S2. Upon UV treatment, the injected current in the
J−V measurement increases by roughly an order of magnitude
in forward bias, meaning that the injection of electrons
becomes much more efficient after UV exposure. In Figure 2b,
using the MIM-CELIV method and eqs 1 and 2, it is
demonstrated that the built-in potential increases from Vbi =
0.62 to 1.04 V for sample structure A and from Vbi = 0.62 to
1.14 V for sample structure B. The charge-carrier type with the
higher conductivity, σ = eμn where n is the charge-carrier
density, dominates the extraction current transients and the
mobility of the more conductive charge is thereby measured.
Before UV exposure, a significant injection barrier at the
cathode reduces the number of electrons diffusing into the
active layer, and the device in the dark can be considered as
hole-only. After UV treatment, both the cathode and anode
should form an ohmic contact for the injection of electrons and
holes, respectively. The measured Vbi can be interpreted as a
transition from a hole-dominated device to an ambipolar
device, supported by the dark J−V data. Note that the absolute
value of Vbi after exposure to a laser light at 355 nm does not
necessarily correspond to Vbi during operation under one sun.
However, the rather high built-in potential above 1 V is in
good agreement with the high VOC = 0.92 V and the large
effective band gap due to the deep-lying HOMO level of
PBBF11, see Figure 1b. Note that the UV exposure was kept as
short as possible to avoid degradation of the solar cell stack. A
dose of less than 1500 mJ/cm2 was enough for saturation of
the UV-soaking effect of the ZnO.
For sample structure A, it is seen that the mobility slightly
decreases upon UV soaking from μp,MIM = 2.6 × 10
−5 cm2/Vs
to μMIM = 1.4 × 10
−5 cm2/Vs. For sample structure B, the
change in mobility is even smaller, from μp,MIM = 3.0 × 10
−5
cm2/Vs to μMIM = 2.1 × 10
−5 cm2/Vs. The small change
indicates that either holes still dominate the current transient
after UV exposure or the electron and hole mobilities are very
similar. For similar electron and hole mobilities and
conductivities, the measured ambipolar mobility is expected
to approach the arithmetic mean of the actual electron and
hole mobilities. The results indicate that the electron mobility
could be slightly higher in sample B than in sample A. The
differences are, however, minimal, and the mobility has been
further characterized in the following sections to clarify any
difference between active layers A and B.
To directly measure the electron mobility, electron-
dominated devices with an injection barrier for holes at the
anode are required. One batch of devices with a degraded and
thereby noninjecting MoO3/Al top contact was characterized
for this purpose. The likely reason for the poor injection from
the MoO3/Al contact is the oxidation of the Al top contact
during shipment. For these devices, both contacts are
noninjecting before UV exposure, and after UV exposure, the
ITO/ZnO contact becomes electron-injecting, i.e., an electron-
only device is formed. The tmax
−2 (Voff)-plot from the MIM-
Figure 3. Electron mobility for the active layer A (a) and for the
active layer B (b) as measured by MIM-CELIV on electron-only
devices. Mobility is determined from the slope of the linear fit to the
inverse square of tmax as a function of Voff.
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CELIV measurements of UV-treated electron-only devices are
shown for sample A in Figure 3a and for sample B in Figure 3b.
Examples of the measured MIM-CELIV transients are shown
in Figure S3. A large injection barrier for holes in these devices
is confirmed by the MIM-CELIV measurements in Figure 3,
where Vbi after UV exposure is much smaller than in the
ambipolar devices, as shown in Figure 2. The exact absolute
value for Vbi is of less importance since it is dependent on the
unknown energy level for the degraded MoO3/Al top contact
somewhere in the middle of the effective band gap of the
device. The J−V curves in the dark before and after UV
treatment, as shown in Figure S3, validates the noninjecting
behavior of the contacts before UV exposure. The mobility
results confirm the slight increase in μn, from μn,MIM = 1.8 ×
10−5 to 3.0 × 10−5 cm2/Vs, upon the addition of PCBM in
sample structure B, as anticipated from the results in Figure 2.
To further confirm the validity of the determined mobility
values, the well-established MIS-CELIV and photo-CELIV
techniques were used. The hole mobility of both sample
structures A and B was measured by MIS-CELIV, μp,MIS. The
electron-selective ZnO layer was used as the hole-blocking
layer before UV exposure, where no injection of electrons takes
place. Current transients at different offset voltages are shown
in Figure 4a,b, demonstrating the hole-blocking properties of
the ZnO layer. The surface recombination, SR, of holes at the
ZnO/active layer interface has been extracted from the MIS-
CELIV transients to quantify the hole-blocking properties of
the ZnO layer. For sample structure A, SR = 1.8 × 10
−3 cm/s,
and for the structure B, SR = 3.0 × 10
−3 cm/s, which is low
enough for enabling the build-up of a hole reservoir at the
interface. The details about the SR-measurement are given in
the Supporting Information in Figure S4.35
The extracted MIS-CELIV mobilities using eqs 3 and 4 are
plotted as a function of the applied A*t1. We assume that the
top MoO3/Al contact acts as an ohmic hole-injecting contact.
For low A*t1, the mobility is then overestimated due to the
diffused charge from the ohmic contact, but at higher A*t1, the
extracted mobility approaches the actual mobility, as described
in ref 21. For these devices, a high enough A*t1 for the
extracted μp,MIS to saturate close to the actual mobility,
showing a constant value as a function of A*t1, cannot be
applied due to RC-time limitations and the risk of dielectric
breakdown. The RC time in these devices is slightly less than
0.1 μs at 50 ohm. The mobility extracted using eq 4 takes into
account the diffusion of charge carriers from the ohmic top
contact and outputs constant mobility in the valid regime at
A*t1 ≫ kT/e, as seen in Figure 4c for sample structure A and
in Figure 4d for sample structure B. This analysis confirms that
the assumption of ohmic injection from the MoO3/Al contact
is correct for these samples. Both sample structures give the
same hole mobility of 4.5 × 10−5 cm2/Vs.
The temperature dependence of the ambipolar mobility for
both device structures A and B was measured using photo-
CELIV for temperatures ranging from 295 to 170 K. Equation
5 and K = 1 were used for mobility determination due to the
previously measured balanced mobility. The Gaussian disorder
model36 was used to fit the data and determine the width of
























where μ∞ is the zero-field mobility when T→∞. An example of
a photo-CELIV transient for both device structures A and B at
Figure 4. CELIV transients for sample A (a) and for sample B (b) showing the build-up of a hole reservoir at the ZnO cathode with increasing Voff,
starting at 0 V (black) and going from 0.7 to 1.2 V in steps of 0.1 V. The voltage rise speed is A = 4 V/50 μs for the transients (a) and (b). The
extracted MIS-CELIV mobility as a function of A*t1 is plotted in (c) for sample A, and in (d) for sample B. The black symbols show the mobilities,
as calculated using eq 3, and the red symbols show the mobility determined using the correction in eq 4. The dotted lines in (c) and (d) show the
average mobility, given by eq 4, in the valid measurement regime, where A*t1 > 0.25 ≫ kT/e.
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room temperature is plotted in Figure 5a and the extracted
mobilities are plotted in Figure 5b with the mobility on a log
scale as a function of the inverse square of the temperature, T.
A reasonable linear dependence is seen for both sample
structures A and B, as predicted by eq 7. By making a linear fit
to the plot in Figure 5b, the width of the DOS, σDOS, can be
determined. The temperature dependence is very similar for
both active layers, and from the fits we also acquire very similar
energetic disorder for both device structures; σDOS = 40 ± 12
meV for sample A and σDOS = 42 ± 9 meV for sample B.
Despite the rather low mobility in these blends, these results
suggest a relatively narrow energetic disorder compared to
values reported in the literature for some of the most well-
studied benchmark materials for organic solar cells, such as
P3HT:PCBM, PTB7:PC71BM, PTB7-Th:ITIC, and PM6:Y6,
ranging from σDOS = 48 to 86 meV.
17,37−39 However, the width
of the DOS is not solely responsible for the charge-carrier
mobility; parameters such as the intermolecular distance and
the delocalization length also have an impact. The Gaussian
disorder model assumes an empty DOS, which is often not the
case in thin devices with ohmic contacts. This might give rise
to errors in the analysis, and we have therefore also considered
an Arrhenius plot, as shown in Figure S5, assuming a thermally
activated mobility following a 1/T dependence.40 Since the
temperature dependence is very similar for both structures, this
analysis gives similar results for both structures as well; the
fitted activation energy is 77 meV for sample structure A and
86 meV for sample structure B.
The mobility as determined by each method is summarized
in Table 1; note that μMIM and μphoto give the ambipolar
mobility or the mobility of the more conductive carrier type in
the device. From the summary, it is straightforward to
conclude that mobility is very similar for both blends. The
MIM-CELIV method is expected to give slightly lower
mobility since it is an equilibrium method, as has been
demonstrated earlier.41 The MIM-CELIV data on hole-only
and electron-only devices suggest that the hole mobility is
slightly higher than the electron mobility for the binary blend
(active layer A), whereas the ternary blend (active layer B)
would have more balanced mobility. However, the differences
are minimal (less than a factor of two), which means that the
mobilities are essentially balanced in both systems considering
the accuracy of charge-carrier mobility measurements in
disordered systems.41,42 In other words, there is no, or a
minimal, effect on the mobility upon adding PC71BM to the
blend. The rather balanced mobility in both systems are
encouraging regarding thicker devices, however, the low
absolute mobility values are a limitation. We note that the
measured ambipolar mobility using MIM-CELIV turns out
slightly lower than both the measured electron and hole
mobility. However, this difference is also smaller than the
accuracy of mobility measurements. For almost balanced
mobility (difference less than a factor of two), as reported here,
and equal injection barriers at the contacts, the measured
ambipolar mobility by MIM-CELIV is given by the arithmetic
mean of μn and μp, as suggested by drift-diffusion simulations
in ref 20 and not by the carrier with higher mobility.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Selective determination of the charge-carrier mobility in
organic solar cells using the MIM-CELIV method has been
demonstrated. The selective mobility measurements require
good control of the contact properties of the solar cell diodes.
The UV-soaking effect of the ZnO interlayer on the built-in
potential has been measured directly in the solar cell devices,
and the effect is utilized for the selective mobility measure-
ments. In addition, the electron-selective properties of the ZnO
layer are used for MIS-CELIV measurements, also directly
using the same solar cell structure. Apart from the
Figure 5. Photo-CELIV transients at room temperature for device
structures A and B (a). Temperature dependence of the ambipolar
mobility μ, as measured by the photo-CELIV method (b), where μ is
plotted versus 106/T2. The width of the Gaussian DOS, σDOS, is
determined from the linear fit as depicted by the Gaussian disorder
model (GDM); σDOS = 40 ± 12 meV for sample A and σDOS = 42 ± 9
meV for sample B.
Table 1. Summary of the Mobilities as Determined by MIM-CELIV (μp,MIM, μn,MIM, and μMIM), Photo-CELIV (μphoto), and




















































A 2.6 × 10−5 1.8 × 10−5 1.4 × 10−5 4.5 × 10−5 4.5 × 10−5
B 3.0 × 10−5 3.0 × 10−5 2.1 × 10−5 6.0 × 10−5 4.5 × 10−5
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demonstration of selective charge-carrier mobility measure-
ments using the CELIV method, these results demonstrate the
versatility of the CELIV technique as a tool for gaining
information about the contact properties of organic solar cells
as well, such as built-in potential and surface recombination at
the contacts. The method can, therefore, be useful in
conjunction with other characterization techniques for a
more complete picture of the contact properties.43
The use of a ternary blend in the bulk of organic solar cells
can have several advantages and has previously been shown to
optimize the morphology and suppress charge recombination
in the ternary blend systems studied here.24 However, this
research work shows that the ternary component only has a
minor effect on the charge-carrier mobility in these particular
systems. The temperature-dependent mobility data also
suggest that there is no significant effect on the transport
properties upon the addition of PC71BM to the blend.
Balanced electron and hole mobilities of PBBF11 blended
with the benchmark non-fullerene acceptor ITIC for a binary
system or ITIC and the fullerene derivative PC71BM for a
ternary system have been measured. The selective and
ambipolar mobility measurements result in absolute mobility
values in the range between 1 × 10−5 and 6 × 10−5 cm2/Vs,
depending on the technique used for the measurements. In
agreement with previous measurements, the recently devel-
oped MIM-CELIV method gives slightly lower values than the
well-established photo-CELIV technique, which measures
photogenerated charge, and the MIS-CELIV technique,
which measures extraction currents based on space charge-
limited currents.41 Balanced mobility, as measured here, is an
especially important criterion for solar cells with thicker active
layers suitable for large-scale production, although the reported
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